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Anne Schmidt studies sculpture and abstract painting with Julian Göthe, Michaela Eichwald and Thomas Winkler at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna since 2015. She is nominee for the Vordemberge-Gildewart Award
for Young Artist in Austria 2022, Mumok Museum for Contemporary Arts Vienna. She was postgraduate fellow of the Maumaus independent study program 2020 in Lisbon. In the same year, she presented her first solo
exhibition Michelangelo at the Vinvin Gallery in Vienna. Her works can be seen in international exhibitions
and have been shown in the institutions as 2021 in Schauspielhaus, 2019 in Belvedere 21 in Vienna, 2017 in
Mumok Kino, among others.
Anne Schmidt positions her work in the current moment1. Self-reflectively, she focuses on the structures
through which art acts in its field2 as a venue for critical discourse3. Her work focus she defines as Inszenierung, the act of putting painting, music and performance in scene.
Anne Schmidt´s work claims art as a transformative impulse in a historic-cultural context4. Her work is based
on her intensive engagement with and extensive understanding of literature and theory and a defined awareness of its representation.
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Turntables
AT/2021
Paintings
Polyester, ballpoint pen, silk paint, acrylic
Anne Schmidt‘s textile samples capture the moment of rehearsal5. The textile samples (1-25) are to
be understood as a musical procedure, as patterns, examples that are mixed together to form new, frequently
used contexts.
Her repetitions are reminiscent of Edgar Degas‘ attempt to capture the ballet dancers‘ foot positions. The
samples consist of dyed and printed polyester. It characterizes the presence of painting as a textile. The tonal
quality of his production extends to its tactile effect.
Anne Schmidt presents a narrative shaped by her intimate knowledge of the history of abstraction and its
need for the title as a source of information, market value and context6. The addition of Sample 18 (Ann
Magnuson) turns the narrative into an empty stage for the performance artist‘s wrestled-defeated body7. The
moment is anti-heroic. The display quotes Silke Otto-Knapp‘s depictions of historical stage sets and actors.
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Sample No. 1, 2021
Polyester, Acryl, Pigments
27,6 cm x 37cm
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Sample No. 2, 2021
Polyester, Acryl, Pigments
27,6 cm x 37cm

4

Sample No. 18 (Ann Magnuson) 2021
Polyester, Acryl, Pigments
27,6 cm x 37cm
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Never zero in this life until bones disappear
AT/2022
Installation
Light with Carla Rihl
300x150x250cm
Wax, A4 paper, wood, light bulbs, oil paint
Tour of the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
Anne Schmidt‘s installation Never zero in this life until bones disappear skilfully sets the conditions
of art production and viewing in relation to each other. As announced in the title, it is about a life whose
demands go to the bone. Schmidt cites making music without knowing the sheet music8.
In the installation, the blue lanterns illuminate a surface as a stage. Above this is an expressionistically expressively painted articulated puppet. The jumping jack is handless, his facial expression seems grotesque.
In its architectural setting of the stairwell, the scene looks eerie.
In her installation, Schmidt considers drama as a category of painting9. She first questions the configuration
of consciousness. The missing hands quote Rembrandt‘s self-portrait as an artist, whose depiction of the
hand in fusion with the palette became an expression of artistic self-confidence10. Schmidt‘s work draws
attention to his working method, the staging of dramas that formed the basis of his paintings.
With reference to the craft, she examines the extent to which the viewer‘s affective tension towards the work
of art is based on shame. Much like a handmade gift, the artwork contains an underlying emotional commitment. Rather than elevating the craft as therapeutic, Schmidt suggests that the excess effort put into a selfpenned song, or a cup, or its wooden jumping jack, is recouped by the viewer‘s guilt11.
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Foto: Anne Schmidt
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Enter in blue
AT/2021
Performance
20:00 mins
Playhouse, Vienna
Concept: Anne Schmidt, Marei Buhmann, Luca Perfahl, Philipp Pettauer
Performer: Anne Schmidt
Text: Anne Schmidt
Stage design/ costumes: Marei Buhmann, Anne Schmidt
Sound: Philipp Pettauer
“In a world where every day we eat the vaginas and genitals of newborn babies cooked in green sauce, who
are flagellated and furiously beaten as they leave the mothers’ sex
And that‘s not a picture, it‘s fact in abundance.“
– Antonin Arnaud, Van Gogh - the man suicided by society 12, 1914

Anne Schmidt uses theater based on her autobiographical experience of violence. With Jacques
Rancière, she asks whether the feeling of guilt in the face of the brutality of the „intolerable reality“ in art
can become the motivation for political action on the part of the viewer13.
Anne Schmidt presents to the audience the legal proceedings against sexual violence in which she finds herself ad hoc. She positions herself to wait14 and see as she reads the continuation of the violence to the general practitioner. We are not in a melodrama of a female heroine. She echoes his titled question, whether she
is a police officer or an actress, over and over again. She makes it clear that the cause of the violence is the
PAATRIARCHAAT (as Anne Schmidt prolongs the word in speaking) and not the place where she is staying.
In a thousand-year-old art-referential costume15, she historicizes the moment because it is obvious that the
audience‘s activation during the performance remains an illusion16. Only in the blind act of applause do the
two meet.

Soundtrack als Audio via Vimeo
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Pseudonymous novels
2020- 2021
Drawings, A4
Pencils, pigments on paper
In the drawings of pseudonymous novels, Anne Schmidt addresses the monotony of repetition. She
stubbornly persists in creating identical copies of a film still showing a section of a carpet17.
Anne Schmidt‘s hand copies of the carpet evoke a kind of Marxist uneasiness in the way they evoke the disciplining of the body on the assembly line, in ballet, in school, in prison18. So the scandal of the readymade
is not the serial production, but the absence of the work on display19.
In a brief outline of the history of the reception of repetition, Hal Foster sees a contemporary shift in art and
fiction compared to the reference-free suspension of the simulation in Pop Art and Picture Art or the revolving around the traumatic past in the Lacanian sense20.
Rather, it is about creating an interruption, a rift, or a gap that could give rise to an alternate reality.
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Foto: Anne Schmidt

Batch of pseudonymous novels, 2021, A4 drawing
pencil on paper
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Anatomic monopoly, Suicidal today
2021, A4
drawing
Colored pencils on paper
Foto: Anne Schmidt
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Delightey in every leaf
2021, A4
drawing
Colored pencils on paper
Foto: Anne Schmidt
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Fibers pass through portals
AT/ 2021
performance
40:00 minutes
Inventory, Sophienspital, Vienna
Solo performance: Anne Schmidt
Stage design: Marei Buhmann
Text and dramaturgy: Luca Perfahl
Sound: Philipp Pettauer
Filming: Lydia Knöbl, will be released in April 2022
„A speaking that does not objectify, does not point to an object as if it is distant from the
speaking subject or absent from the speaking place. A speaking that reflects on itself and can come very
close to a subject without, however, seizing or claiming it.“
– Trinh Thi Minh Ha, Speaking nearby21, 2017
In her solo performance Fibers pass through portals, Anne Schmidt differentiates speech postures,
gestural vocabulary, emotion and physical expression by linking them to contrary contexts. The solo performer skilfully brings the skill to the stage to decouple the character from the context22.
Anne Schmidt speaks a text assemblage in seventeen scenes consisting of discourse particles, speculative
fiction and documentary fragments. She avoids the identification and psychologization of a figure suggested
in the piece and in her play draws on a large number of imagined object actors. An expanded object concept
is used, which also includes imagined subjects such as artificial figures.
In the piece, classic dramaturgies are ironized and pushed into the background in favor of a carrier bag - theory of fiction, in order to create a place for other narrative forms that rely more on collecting than on heroism that drives the action23.
In terms of content, the piece raises the question of where the human organism ends and where the material
textures of the material world begin. According to the reasoning of Stacy Alaimo and other New Materialists, it is as close as your skin, possibly even closer24.
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Echo - play in a marquette
Linda Stauffer & Anne Schmidt
NL, 2021
Performance/ Installation
Stage: 15sqm2
In: Probs, Sign Projektraum, Groningen, NL
Website: www.echo.hotglue.me
Conception, performance and filming: Linda Stauffer and Anne Schmidt
Puppets and sound: Linda Stauffer
Stage design and costumes: Anne Schmidt
“If the theater is a cabinet clock, on which the hands of fate change night after night
measures the progress of the world, then the foyer is the dial with the second hand, which reproduces the
image of the world as a whole like an infinite in miniature. As if a mirror
system has been set up in which the world is gradually disappearing.”
– Theodor W. Adorno, Quasi Una Fantasia, 1963
Anne Schmidt‘s performance with marionettes in a multi-part architecture cites the stage as a social
model in order to abolish and mix categories such as painting and performance25. Echo opens up the painting
to the dramatic and presents a concept of painting in which the performers step into the painting themselves.
They leave traces in the picture, are active in the picture and continuously depict the narration in the picture26.
The play and its characters revolve around the companion species, their biopower and biosociality, illuminated through symbiotic work with puppets27. This work presupposes an opposing, anticipatory awareness28.
While part of the game relies on total awareness of the situation, the other part of the body, the puppet, is
unaware. Instead, the puppeteer has to physically empathize with the movements of the body in order to
perform them. The puppeteer has to dance internally so that the puppet can dance.
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Echo - Play in a Maquette
Scene: Vandalism Of All Threads
Film 1:19 min
				Figure: Doris Clit			https://echo.hotglue.me/vandalism

Foto: Anne Schmidt
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Echo - Play in a Maquette		
Scene: Broken Castle 		
Film 1:39 min
					Figurs: Sirene			https://echo.hotglue.me/rottencastle
Foto: Anne Schmidt
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Echo - Play in a Maquette
Costume: I‘m Queen Mary
Foto: Anne Schmidt
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Michelangelo
solo show
Vinvin Gallery, Vienna
AT/2020
Painting, sculpture, performative lecture
Vinvin Gallery, Vienna
In her first solo show Michelangelo, Anne Schmidt touches on neuralgic points of contemporary performance and painting, both formally and historiographically29. It shows ceiling paintings on silk, latex casts
with dumbbells, a signed marshmello and a leather jacket pelted with pigments.
By painting on silk, she sets an empty field in art history in motion. Schmidt exaggerates a strictly formal
material discussion when she transfers the qualities of silk as fragile and opaque directly towards selection,
nakedness, decay and, as if someone had asked, the economic quality of the leaching coloniality of the luxury good itself. Anne Schmidt‘s work differs in the gesture, she reconciles contradictions by stating: if there is
commodity imperialism, then it would respond to what is necessary, not to meaninglessness. The exhibition
accomplishes the subtle ingenuity of allusions, references and codes. Referring to Goya‘s „Los Caprichos“,
1797-1799, Anne Schmidt exhibits Goya‘s signature on a marshmello30. It is reminiscent of a broken Corinthian column.
Anne Schmidt doesn‘t stop at defining an ambiguity in order to arouse the curiosity of those who don‘t know
and to lure the perspective. She emphasizes that the use of artificial silk alone is already a fictitious point of
view. Kawasaki Monster (jacket) is Anne Schmidt‘s own gang outfit for the female biker gang Violet Revs31.
The performative presence of the jacket affirms the female invasion. She takes a stand in fiction.
In contrast to Michelangelo, the pictorial space in Art never looked so easy 1-4, ceiling paintings, remains
bodily empty. This act of silence can be viewed as an independent performance of power in space through
the objects and images32. The space passively occupied by the artwork challenges the viewer to ask how the
objects behave in the network.
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Michelangelo – Galerie Vinvin – Installationsansicht
Foto: Flavio Pesto
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Art never looked that easy 2
320x260cm
2020
Seide, Tinte, Seidenmalfarbe
Foto: Flavio Pesto
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Kawasaki monsters
72x60x18
2020
Leather jacket, latex, pigments, suspension, silk paint
In: Michelangelo, Vinvin Gallery
Foto: Flavio Pesto
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Untitled (Jacket)
62x46cm
2020
Latex, flour, horse tack, dumbbells, silk paint
In: Michelangelo, Gallery Vinvinvienna
Foto: Flavio Pesto
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Education

Maumaus Lisbon, Independent Study Program, Postgraduate, Prt, 2020
Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna 2015 – 2022
Object sculpture, Julian Göthe class
Abstract painting, class of Michaela Eichwald/Thomas Winkler
University of Leipzig, Germany, 2010 – 2014
Bachelor of Arts 2013 Sociology, Philosophy, Politics

Grants and awards

2022 nominated for Vordemberge-Gildewart award, Mumok Museum for Contemporary Art, Vienna
2021 Film and Installation, funding, Bildrecht Vienna
2021 Artistic Research for Performance, funding, University of Vienna
2020 Artistic Research for Arts and Science, funding, City of Vienna
2019 Art and Painting, funding, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
2019 Scholarship for Study trip to Teheran, Iran, from the Academy of Fine Arts
2019 Scholarship for International Summer School Salzburg
2018 Writing and Performance, funding, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna

Residencies and workshops

2022 Academy On Site, Dox:academy, Film Festival, Copenhagen
2021 Sign project space, Groningen, Nl
2019 Magic and Concept Ei Akawara and Sarah Chow, Salzburg Castle, Summerschool
2017 Impulse Dance, Workshop by Florentina Holzinger, Vienna

Solo exhibitions (excerpt)

2021 Fibers go through gates, Sophienspital, Vienna
2020 Michelangelo, Gallery Vinvin by Vincenzo Della Corte, Vienna

Group exhibitions (excerpt)

2022 Global Arts Manifesto, painting, Luzern, Ch
2022 Never zero, painting, stage. Tour of the Academy, Vienna
2021 entering in blue, performance. Playhouse, Vienna
2021 Echo, with L.Stauffer, installation, performance. Sign, Groningen, Nl
2021 End of Game, painting. Galleria UNA, Milan, Itl
2020 Baby through coin, painting. Bauhaus Prize, Weimar, Germany
2019 Fake, You Rotten Fake, installation. Salzburg Castle
2019 Untitled (frame 4), sculpture and drawing. About the New 21er Haus/Belvedere, Vienna
2019 birdhouse, painting. House warming at Hamlet.Love, Zürich
2019 Untitled, objects and performance. Chambre de Ami Tehran, Iran
2018 This Level, Taylor Macklin, Zurich, CH
2018 Casting, Mumok cinema, Vienna
2018 Untitled (frames). In: How should I speak when I‘m talking to you? Upslade, Vienna
2017 Jamie Lee S. Gucci Boss, Performance. Giardini III, HGB Leipzig
2016 Tongue Numbers, Poster and Bar with Julian Turner. Off the coast of me by Julian Göthe Class
2015 Buffalo Bill, installation. Aquarium, Academy of the picture. Arts, Vienna
Published texts (excerpt)
2021 Diametric Gifts. Exhibition text, Lena Gold, Vienna
2021 Under Red Sun. Exhibition text, Gasper Kunšič, Skuc Gallery, Skv
2019 Ambient Pig. Exhibition text, Juliana Lindenhofer, Vienna
2019 In the car. In: Arts of the working class, by Paul Sochacki, Berlin, Dt
2017 In the bakery white eats death, seminar book Helmut Draxler

Catalog

2022 Vordemberg-Gildewart Award Exhibition, Mumok Museum for Contemporary Arts, Vienna
2019 About the new, catalogues, Belvedere21, Vienna

Artist talk

2021 Fetching Sticks, performative talk, Galerie Vinvin, Vienna, AT
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